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1.

Introduction

Imagine a thin elastic rod like a piano wire. We assume its unstressed state is
straight and it can be bent and twisted but inextensible. Certain particular case of the
Kirchhoff elastic rod is one of the mathematical models of such an elastic rod. We
consider the equilibrium states of the elastic rod when it is bent and twisted and both
ends are welded together to form a smooth loop. Then, the simplest equilibrium state
is a circular state with uniformly distributed torsion. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate the stability and the bifurcation of such circular Kirchhoff elastic rods in
equilibrium. The theory of elastic rods has been studied since the age of Leonhard
Euler and Daniel Bernoulli. They initiated the theory of elastica. An elastica is a mathematical model of the equilibrium states of an elastic rod when it is assumed to be
subjected to bending only. It is characterized by the critical curve of the bending energy or the total squared curvature functional. One of the mathematical models of an
elastic rod with bending and twisting was considered by G. Kirchhoff. In this paper,
we are mainly interested in closed objects. In the case of closed elasticae, Langer and
Singer completely classified the closed elasticae and determined their knot types ([6]).
Now, the integrability of the Euler-Lagrange equation of the stored energy of bending
and twisting was essentially known by Kirchhoff ([4]). In recent years, Y. Shi and J.
Hearst ([9]) have given the explicit expressions of the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
equation in cylindrical coordinates and investigated certain closed solutions to study
supercoiled DNA.
We use the model known as the uniform and symmetric case of Kirchhoff elastic
rods, which is characterized by the following energy functional. We consider the totality of curves with unit normal{7, M}, that is, 7 = 7(5) : [si, s2] ->• R3> is a unit-speed
curve, and M(s) is a unit normal vector field along 7(5), and we define the torsional
elastic energy T on it by

, M}) = f82 k2ds + ε ί
J Si

J Si

2

I V^M\2ds.
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Here, k is the curvature of 7 and ε is a positive constantdetermined by the material
of the elastic rod. In Section 2, we shall calculate the first variation formula for the
torsional elastic energy 1 and derive the Euler-Lagrange equation. In this paper, we
shall call a solution for the Euler-Lagrange equation a torsional elastica. (In [8], Langer
and Singer used the terms Kίrchhoff elastic rod in equilibrium or simply elastic rod.) If
{7, M} is a torsional elastica, then the twist is uniformly distributed over the curve in
the following sense. That is, M is expressed as M(s) = Έ, (as + b) W(s) with some
real constants α, b. Here, W is a vector field along 7 which is parallel with respect
to the normal connection V1- along 7, and K (φ) is the rotation on the normal vector
space by angle φ. We shall call the constant α, the Here, TV is the unit principal normal
of the circle and α is an arbitrary real number.
In Section 3, we calculate the second variation formula for T, and determine the
stability and instability of the above circle {7, M} and estimate its Morse index. We
state our first main theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (cf. Theorem 3.12). For a triple (n,α, r) where n is a positive integer, and a and r are real numbers, let {7, M} be a "with an n-fold circle 7 of radius r and the a. Let A(n, α,r) denote the number of integers m satisfying \m\ <
n\/l + ε 2 α 2 r 2 , m Φ 0 and m φ ±n. We denote by Ind({7,M}) the Morse index of
{7, M}. Then, the following holds.

A(n,α,r) ^ Ind({7,M}) ^ 18A(n,α,r).
Therefore, if either n ^ 2 or n = 1 and ε2a2r2 > 3, then {7, M} is unstable. Also, if
n = 1 and ε2a2r2 ^ 3, then {7,M} is weakly stable. Moreover, if ε2a2r2 φ 3, then
{7, M} is stable.
Therefore, for any n and r, the Morse index can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the absolute value of the torsional parameterα. Also, by virtue of our theorem,
we can explain the following experimentally observable fact. For n ^ 2, when a piece
of a straight piano wire is formed into an n-fold circle, it cannot preserve its shape.
But, when it is formed into a 1-fold circle without torsion, it preserves its shape. And,
when it is sufficiently twisted, it will change its shape. In the last section of this paper,
we consider the problem related to the deformed shape.
In Section 4, we derive the explicit expression of the curvature and torsion of torsional elasticain terms of Jacobi elliptic functions.
In Section 5, we give the explicit expression of torsional elasticain terms of cylindrical coordinates in the same way as Langer and Singer ([6],[8]).
In Section 6,we first show that if {7, M} is a closed torsional elasticaand 7 does
not pass through the axis of the cylindrical coordinates, then 7 lies on a torus of revolution and forms a torus knot. Next, we consider a smooth deformation of the circle such
that all the curves with unit normalare closed torsional elasticae, and show our second
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main theorem. That is, we classify such local deformations under certain conditions. In
particular, for each integer n ^ 1, there exist countable families of the deformations bifurcating from the n-fold circle. Each of these deformations has certain symmetry. We
state our second main theorem. Let r0 be a positive real number, and n, a positive integer. We consider a C°° one-parameter family {7,M}λ = {7λ,Mλ} (λ0 > 0, |λ| < λ 0 )
of closed torsional elasticaesatisfying the following three conditions:
(i) 70 is a circle of radius ΓQ, and the torsional parameterof {7, M}o is not zero.
(ii) For λ / 0, 7λ is not a circle.
(iii) For all λ, 7λ have a period 2mτr0.
Here, we note that the angle between M\(s) and M\(s + 2nπr0) may depend on λ.
Theorem 1.2 (cf. Theorem 6.4).
(1) Let m be an integer greater than n. We can construct a one-parameter family
of closed torsional elasticae{^, M}™'n = {7™'n,M™'n}, which is real analytic in
A £ /m,n> where Im,n is a neighborhood of 0, satisfying the above conditions (i), (ii),
and (iii) and the following property: For all λ £ /m,n, 7™'n is Gm^-symmetric, where
Gm,n is the group generated by the rotation about the z-axis by angle 2nπ/m. Here
z-axis is the straight line which passes the center of the circle 70 and is perpendicular
to the plane including 70. Furthermore, the following holds. Let d denote the greatest
common divisor of m and n, and fh = m/d, n — n/d. If the relatively prime pairs
ra, n are distinct, then {7, M}™'n are geometrically distinct. Also, the knot type of
τΓ'Ί[o,2nπr0] is the (™»^-toras knot for each λ (^ 0).
(2) Let {7, M}\ (λo > 0, |λ < λo) be a C°° one-parameter family of closed torsional elasticasatisfying the above (i), (ii), and (iii). Then, there exists an integer
m (> n) satisfying the following: By changing the parameter λ, {7, M}\ is isometric
to {7, M}™'n given above when |λ| is sufficiently small.
The shape of 7^'* is similar to the shape of the curve which is experimentally
observed when a piano wire formed into a 1-fold circle is twisted. We also get that
there exist infinite relatively prime pairs m, n such that the knot type of 7^'nL 2n πr 0 l
cannot be represented by a closed elastica (cf. Main Theorem of [6]).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor
Norihito Koiso for his useful suggestion and encouragement. The author also wish to
thank the referee for useful remarks.
2.

Torsional elastic energy and its critical point

In this section, we shall derive the Euler-Lagrange equation for the torsional elastic
energy.
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2.1.

The variational problem

We now introduce a mathematical formulation of the torsion of an elastic rod, and
define the stored energy when the elastic rod is bent and twisted. And, we consider
a variational problem of the energy under certain boundary condition. In the last of
this subsection, we modify the variational problem to facilitate to derive the EulerLagrange equation. Unless otherwise specified, all curves, vector fields, etc., will be
3
assumed to be of class C°°. Let R denote the 3-dimensional Euclidean space, (*,*)
3
the Euclidean metric, and |*| the norm. We fix an orientation on R , and let x denote
3
the cross product on R .
We consider a regular curve 7 = 7(2) : [£1,^2] —^ R-3- Let V = V(t) denote the
tangent vector to 7, and v the speed υ(t) = \V(t)\ = (V(t),V(t)}l/<2> , and T the unit
tangent T(t) = (l/v(i))V(i). Let Tf denote (l/υ)(df/dt), where f ( t ) is a function
defined on [^1,^2]- We denote the length of 7 by £(7) = f*2 vdt. The curvature k ( t )
of 7 is given by k = |V T T|, where V τ - ^(ϊ^/dt)
denote the total squared curvature of 7 by
= ί

2

= (ί/v)(0/dt).

We shall

k2vdt.

Jti

We also call ^(7) the elastic energy or bending energy of 7. It is proportional to the
stored energy when the elastic rod is bent. It is clear that #(7) = 0 if and only if 7 is
a straight line.
Let M = M(t) be a unit normal along 7. We consider the pair of 7 and M.
We shall use the term curve with unit normal to refer to such a pair {7, M}. Set
L — T x M. Then, (T, M, L) is an orthonormal frame along 7.
We shall denote by Kt(φ) the rotation on the normal vector space T^H3 by angle φ. Its direction is determined by the requirement that 7£t(π/2)(M(ί)) = L(t). For
a function ψ(t) and a normal vector field X(i), a normal vector field K (ψ) X is given

DEFINITION 2.1. Let {7, M} be a curve with unit normal.The torsional function
of {7, M} is defined by

where V1- is the normal connection on the normal bundle T^R3 along 7.
Proposition 2.2. Let W denote a unit normal parallel with respect to the normal
connection. Suppose that M is expressed as M = Ti(ψ) W, where ψ = ψ(t) is a
function on [tι,ί2] Then, h = Tψ.
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Proof. Set Z = Έ, (ττ/2) W. By using the Leibniz rule, we see that Z is also a
unit normal parallel with respect to the normal connection. Thus,

(sin^)Z), -(8mψ)W + (cosψ)Z) = Tψ.
D
Proposition 2.2 shows that h(s) represents the quantity of torsion of {7, M} at 7(5). It
is clear that h = 0 if and only if M is a unit normal parallel with respect to the normal
connection.
For any constant ψ, h is invariant under the rotation K (ψ) of M. When 7 and h
are given, M is uniquely determined up to the rotation by a constant angle.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let {7, M} be a curve with unit normaldefined on [^1,^2](1) The torsίonal energy of {7,M} is defined by

f

2

Λi

2

h?vdt.

(2) Let ε be a positive constant. The torsional elastic energy of {7, M} with coefficient ε is defined by

, M}) -

REMARK 2.4. The positive constant ε would be determined by the material of
the elastic rod. In this paper, we always treat ε as a fixed constant. We simply call
T({7,M}) the torsional elastic energy of {7,M}.
We now consider a variational problem on the space consisting of curves with unit
normalwhich satisfy certain boundary condition with respect to 7 and M. Let PI, P2 €
R3. Let Xι,Yι be two orthogonal unit tangent vectors at PI. And, let X^Y^ be two
orthogonal unit tangent vectors at P2 Let I ^ |Pχ - P2| We denote by β(0, PI, ΛΊ, FI
ί, P 2ϊ -^2, ^2) or simply β the space of curves with unit normal {7, M} satisfying the
following conditions:

7(0) = Pi,

= p2,
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We denote by UB(Q, PI,ΛΊ, Y i ; ί , P 2 ,X 2 , Y 2 ) or simply UB the space of all elements
{7,M} of β(0,Pι,ΛΊ,yι;£,P 2 ,X 2 ,y 2 ) satisfying υ(t) = 1, and by β^(0,Pι, Jfi,^
ί, P2, X2, y2) or simply β£ the space of all elements {7, M} of β(0, PI, -XΊ, YI; ί, P2,
X2, y 2 ) satisfying £(7) = L We note that UB C Be C B.
Now we consider a variation of a curve with unit normal. Let {7, M} be a curve
with unit normaldefined on [ίι,£2], and λ0 > 0 a number. We consider a map 7 :
3
(-λ 0 ,λ 0 ) x [ίι,ί2] -> R . And let M be a vector field along 7. We shall denote by
7λ the curve defined by 7λ(£) = 7(λ, £), and by M\ the vector field along 7λ defined
by M\(t) = M(λ,ί). We denote the pair {7λ,Mλ} by {7,M}λ. The pair {7,M} or
the family {7, M}\ (|λ| < λo) is called a variation of {7,M} if {j,M}\ is a curve
with unit normalfor any λ G (-λ0, λ 0 ) and {7, M}0 = {7, M}.
We shall denote β, β^, or UB by £> hereafter.
Let {7,M} G P. A variation {7,M}Λ (|λ| < λ 0 ) is called a £>-variation if
{7, M}Λ G V for any λ G (—λo, λ0). And, {7, M} is called a D-critical point if

dλ

λ=o

T({7,M}λ) = 0

for any P-variation {7, M}\ of {7, M}.
Here, we consider the following variational problem: determine the UB-cήtical
points of the torsional elastic energy T.
Here, our configuration space is UB, because the elastic rod is assumed to be
inextensible. Now we shall not directly treat the above boundary value problem, but we
shall derive the Euler-Lagrange equation in the next subsection and solve it in Section
4 and Section 5. To facilitate to derive the Euler-Lagrange equation we transform the
above variational problem on UB to the problem on B. Since the functional T is
invariant under reparametrization of ί, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Let {7, M} G UB(Q, PI, AΊ, Ή ; I , P2, X2, y2). Then, {7, M} is α
UB-criticαl point o/T if and only if {7, M} is a B^critical point 0/T.
Now we define the functional Tμ, in order to apply the Lagrange multiplier method,
by

for a constant μ G R.
Lemma 2.6 (Lagrange multiplier method). Let {7, M} G Bt. Suppose that 7 is
not a straight line. Then, {7, M} is a B£-critical point ofZ if and only if there exists
a constant μ G R such that {7, M} is a B-critical point of Tμ.
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By Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we get the following.
Lemma 2.7. Let {7, M} G KB. Suppose that 7 is not a straight line. Then,
{7, M} is a UB-crίtical point of T if and only if there exists a constant μ G R such
μ
that {7, M} is a B-critical point of T .
2.2.

μ

The first variation formula for T

In this subsection, we introduce the "tangent space" of B and calculate the first
variation formula for Tμ on B.
Let {7, M} E B be a curve with unit normal, and {7, M}\ (|λ| < λ 0 ) a variation
of {7, M}.We denote the tangent vector, the speed, the unit tangent, and the curvature
of 7λ by V χ ( t ) = V(X,t), vχ(t) = δ(λ,ί), Tχ(t) - f (λ,ί), and fcλ(ί) - fc(λ,*),
respectively.Then,fc(λ,ί)- |(V f T)(λ,t)|, where V f - Vj"/.™^ - (l/ϋ)(d/dt).
Set L(λ,ί) = L λ (0 = ?λ(0 x Aίλ(ί). We shall denote by n\tt(φ) the rotation on the
normal vector space T-^/^R3 by angle <p. Also, H(φ)X is defined by (R,(φ)X)(\,t) =
K χ ί t ( φ ) ( X ) , where X is a vector field along 7 such that X ( X , i ) is a normal vector
field along 7λ for all λ. We write V^™3 = d/d\ as V λ , and V A | λ = 0 as V Λ We
define Λ, t/, / as follows.

We shall denote the restriction of A, E7, / to λ = 0 by Λ(ί),l7(ί),/(ί) respectively.
We call the pair (Λ, U) the variation vector field of the variation {7, M}\. By easy
computation, we have the following.
(2.1)

(2.2)

VAf = VfA-(VfA,ί)ί.

By using the Leibniz rule and (2.2), we obtain
(I/, T) - -{M, V Λ T) - - (M, V T Λ> ,
and {£/, M) = 0. Hence, the components of U with respect to T and M are determined
by Λ. Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between (A, 17) and (Λ, /). We
also call the pair (Λ, /) the variation vector field of the variation {7, M}\.
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We denote by T{7?M}β the space of the pairs (Λ, /) of vector fields along 7 and
functions satisfying the following boundary condition.
Λ(0) = A(£) = 0,
J

L

(VrA) -(0) = (V τ A)- (£) = 0,
/(O) = fW = 0,
1

1

where (VrA)- is the normal component of VrA, i.e. (VrA) - = V τ Λ - ( V τ Λ , T ) T.
Then, the following lemma holds, so that the vector space T{7)M}/? can be identified
with the tangent space at {7, M} to B.
Lemma 2.8. If {7, M}\ is a B-variatίon of {7, M}, then the variation vector
field (Λ, /) belongs to T{7>M}#. Conversely, for an arbitrary (Λ, /) £ T{7>M}β there
exists a B-variation {7, M}\ whose variation vector field is (Λ, /).
Proof. Suppose {7,M}λ is a B-variation of {7, M}. Then 7λ(0),7λ(Ό and
Mλ(0),Mλ(ί) are independent of λ. Hence, Λ(0) = Λ(ί) = 0, /(O) = f ( t ) = 0.
And Tλ(0),Tλ(£) are also independent of λ, so that (V Λ Γ)(0) = (VΛΓ)(^) = 0.
Thus, from (2.2) we get (VrA^O) - (VrA)-1^) - 0.
We show the converse. Suppose that (Λ, /) £ T{7?M}β. We define 7 by
(2.3)

Then we have

We note that if we take a sufficiently small λ0 > 0, ^\(t) is a regular curve for each
λ G (—λo,λo). Now let us check the boundary condition. By Λ(0) = 0, we see
7λ(0) = 7(0) for any λ. Differentiating (2.3) by t, we have
(2.4)

V χ ( t ) = v(t)(T(t) + λ(V τ A)(ί))

Thus (2.4) and (V T Λ)- L (0) = 0 imply that Vλ(0) is parallel to Γ(0) for any λ. This
shows that TΛ(0) = T(0) for any λ. We can show that ^χ(£) and T\(ί) are independent
of λ in the same way.
Now we shall define M. We consider the following first order linear ordinary
differential equation with independent variable λ and parameter t:
(2.5)

V A M = -<V A Γ, M)Γ + ff

x M.
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We consider the solution M(λ,ί) of (2.5) with initial data M(0,t) = M(t). We note
that M(λ,ί) is of class C°° in (λ,ί) on (-A 0 ,A 0 ) x [0,4 We show that Mλ(ί) :=
M(λ, ί) is a unit normal along 7λ. By (2.5) and the Leibniz rule, we see that Jχ(M, T)
= 0. Thus, (M,f)| λ =o = 0 implies that (M,T) = 0 for all λ,ί. Also, we have
^{M, M) = 0. This implies (M, M) = 1 for all λ, ί.
By (2.5) it is clear that / = (VA^, L). Now let us check the boundary condition
with respect to Mλ. Since (V A ί)(λ, 0) = 0 and /(O) = 0, we have (V A M)(λ, 0) = 0.
So Mλ(0) is independent of λ. We can also check M\(ί) is independent of λ in the
same way.
Q
μ

Now we calculate the first variation formula for the functional T .
Proposition 2.9. Let {7, M} G B, and let {7, M}\ be a B-varίatίon of {7, M}.
Lef (Λ,/) denote the variation vector field of {7 , M} χ.Then,

dX

(2.6)

2

2

2

= f (V τ [2(VT) T + (3k - μ + εh )T - ΊεhU (|) (VTT)],
-2ε f

Jo

(Th)fvdt.

Proof. We shall write V,v,f,k, etc. as V,τ;,Γ,A;, etc., unless confusions could
occur. The following lemma collects some facts which facilitate the derivations of the
variational formulas.
Lemma 2.10 (cf. Lemma 1.1 of [5]).
(1) dυ/dX = -gv, where g = - (V T Λ,Γ).
(2)V Λ T = VτΛ + (?T.
(3) If X is a vector field along 7, then

In particular, V Λ V T T = (V T ) 2 Λ + 2<?VTT + (Tg)T.
(4) θk2/dX = 2 ((V T ) 2 Λ, V T Γ) + 4^2.
(5) dh/dX = (V T Λ, U (π/2) (V T T)) + gh + Tf.
Proof.

(3) follows easily from (2), and (4) from (3), so we shall only show (5).

By (3), we have
dh_d_(v

(2.7)

dX

\

M L

OX
= (V τ V Λ M, L) + (gVTM, L) + (VTM,
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Here we see (V Λ M, T) = - (V Λ T, M) = - (V T Λ, M) by (2), so that we get
(2.8)

V Λ M = - (V T Λ, M) T + fL.

In the same way, we have
(2.9)

V Λ L - - { V τ A, L) T - /M.

Substituting (2.8) and (2.9) to (2.7), we obtain
|£ - { V T Λ, (VTT, M) L - (VTΓ, L) M) + ^ + Γ/

- (v τ A,ft (!) (V Γ T)) +gh + Tf.
D

Lemma 2.10 and integration by parts yield the following.

= / (V τ [2(VT)2T + (3fc2 - μ + ε/ι2)T - 2ε/ιπ ( J) (VΓT)] , A)υdί
7o
^^^
£
Γ
(2.10)
- 2ε / (Th)fvdt
Jo

+ \2 (V T Λ, V T T) + 2εhf
- /A, 2(V T ) 2 T + (3fc2 - μ + ε/ι2)Γ - 2eΛΛ (J) (V T T)
^
\2/
Since {7,M}λ is a β-variation, (VrA)- 1 = 0, Λ = 0 and / = 0 if t = 0 or t = L
Thus the third term of the right hand side of (2.10) vanishes. We have Proposition 2.9.
D

2.3.

Definition of a torsional elastica

In this subsection, we define a torsional elasticaas a solution of the Euler-Lagrange
equation for Tμ. And we also define a closed torsional elastica, which is the main
object in this paper. First, we describe the Euler-Lagrange equation.
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Proposition 2.11. Let {7, M} G UB. Suppose that 7 is not a straight line. Then
{7, M} is a UB-critίcal point of Ί. if and only if there exist two constants μ and a
such that the following (1) and (2) hold.
(1) h(t) = a.
2
2
2
(2) V Γ [ 2(V T ) T + (3/c - μ + εα )Γ - 2εaK (τr/2) (V T T) ] - 0.

Also, the constants a and μ are uniquely determined.
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 2.9 and Lemma 2.7, we get that {7, Aί} is a UBcritical point of T if and only if there exist two constants μ and α such that (1) and
(2) hold. The uniqueness of a is obvious. We show the uniqueness of μ. Suppose that
(2) holds for two real numbers μ\ and μ2 Then (μ\ — μ^VrT = 0. Since 7 is not a
straight line, we see μ\ = μ2
Π
DEFINITION 2.12. Let {7,M} be a curve with unit normalsuch that 7 is a C4
unit-speed curve and M is a C1 unit normal along 7. It is said to be a torsional elastica
if and only if there exist two constants μ and α satisfying (1) and (2) of Proposition
2.11. The constant a is called the torsional parameter of {7, M}. When 7 is not a
straight line, the constant μ in (2) of Proposition 2.11 is called the Lagrange multiplier
of the torsional elastica{7, M}.
Proposition 2.13. If {^(t),M(t)}
M(t) are real analytic in t.

is a torsional elastica, then both j(t) and

Proof. When 7(2) is a unit-speed curve, the equation (2) of Proposition 2.11 is
expressed as the form ^(t) = F(i(t),i'(t),i"(t)).
Here, F = (Fι,F2,F3) and
each Fj (j = 1,2,3) is a cubic polynomial of nine variable. Therefore, if {7,M}
is a torsional elastica, then 7(2) is real analytic in t on the whole interval where it is
defined. Thus, a unit normal parallel with respect to the normal connection is also real
analytic. And so, M(i) is real analytic by Proposition 2.2.
Π
Next we define a closed torsional elastica. A closed torsional elasticais thought of a
mathematical model of the equilibrium states of an elastic rod when it is bent and
twisted and both ends are welded together to form a smooth loop.
Let ί > 0 and φ G R/(2πZ). Let {7(2), M(t)} denote a curve with unit normaldefined on R. It is called ί-quasi-periodic with corrective angle φ if {7, M} satisfies
(2.11)

(2.12)
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for all t G R. We denote by C(£, φ) the space of curves with unit normalwhich are
^-quasi-periodic with corrective angle φ. In this situation, the length functional £, the
total squared curvature functional # and the torsional elastic energy functional T are
defined as the integral of the corresponding function over [0,^]. We denote by Ct(l, φ)
the space of curves with unit normalin C(t, φ) such that £(7) = t, and by UC(t, φ)
the space of curves with unit normalin C(i, φ) such that 7 are unit-speed.
We consider the variational problem to determine the critical points of T on C(i,
φ). Now, C(i, (^)-variation, C(i, (^)-critical point, etc., are also defined in the same way
as B. Then the analogous facts to Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 hold.
Now, let {7,M} G C(i,ψ). Let Λ be a vector field along 7, and / a function on
R. Denoting by T{7>M }C(<£, φ) the space of all pairs (Λ, /) of vector fields along 7
and functions satisfying
(2.13)

Λ(ί + *)

(2.14)

f(t + t)

we obtain the following proposition analogous to Lemma 2.8. That is, T^Ί^yC(£^ φ]
can be identified with the tangent space at {7, M} to C(ί, φ).
Proposition 2.14. Let {7,M} G C(t,φ). If {7,M}λ is a C (i, φ) -variation of
{7, M}, then the variation vector field (Λ, /) belongs to T{Ί^M}C(l,φ). Conversely,
for an arbitrary (Λ, /) G T{7>M}C( έ, φ) there exists a C(i, φ) -variation {7, M}\ whose
variation vector field is (Λ, /).
Using (2.13) and (2.14), we see that the third term of the right hand side of (2.10)
vanishes. Thus the fact analogous to Proposition 2.9 also holds. Therefore, we have
the following.
Proposition 2.15. Let {7, M} G UC(t, φ). Then, {7, M} is a UC(£, φ}-critical
point if and only ί/{7,M} is a torsional elastica.
If a curve with unit normal{7, M} defined on R is a torsional elasticaand 7 has a
period £, then M satisfies the condition (2.12) for some ψ E R/(2πZ). Therefore, a
curve with unit normal{7, M} defined on R is a UC(i, (^-critical point for some I > 0
and φ G R/(2ττZ) if and only if {7, M} is a torsional elasticaand 7 is periodic. And,
we define a closed torsional elasticaas follows.
DEFINITION 2.16. A curve with unit normal{7, M} defined on R is said to be a
closed torsional elastica if {7, M} is a torsional elasticaand 7 is periodic.
We note that even when {7, M} is a closed torsional elastica, M is not necessarily
periodic.
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Examples of torsional elasticae

In this subsection, we give some simple examples of torsional elasticae. We give
all the torsional elasticaeof constant curvature. Let s denote arc length parameter. Then,
VT — d/ds. Let {7(5), M(s)} be a curve with unit normal. Suppose that the curvature
k(s) of 7 is positive at all points. We denote by r(s) the torsion of 7, and by (Γ, TV, B)
the Frenet frame, where the direction of B is determined by the requirement B =
T x N. Then the Frenet formulas hold.

V T T = kN,
= -kT + τB,
= -rN.
Suppose that M(s) is expressed as
(2.15)

M(s) = K(ψ

where ψ(s) is a function. Then the torsional function is

= (φ'Ίl (φ) B + cos ψV^N + sin ψV^B, U (φ) B)

= ψ' + τ,
where ' is the derivation with respect to s. Thus (1) of Proposition 2.11 yields that
(2.16)

ψ' + τ = a.

Substituting the Frenet formulas to (2) of Proposition 2.11, we have
(2.17)

2k" +fc3+ (εα2 - μ)k - 2kτ(τ - εa) = 0,

(2.18)

fc

where b is a constant.
If the curvature k is a constant function, then (2.18) implies that the torsion r is
also constant. Its converse holds in the following sense. For any k φ 0,τ, and α,
let 7 denote an ordinary helix (or a circle) with curvature k and torsion r, and let M
denote a vector field satisfying M(s) =K((a- τ)s) N(s). Then {7, M} is a torsional
elastica. (If 7 is a straight line and M(s) = Tί(as)N(s)9 where TV is a parallel unit
normal along 7, then {7, M} is also a torsional elastica.)
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3. Stability of the circles
In this section, we discuss the stability and instability of the circle given in Subsection 2.4, the simplest closed torsional elastica. First, we calculate the second variation
formula for T on UC(i, φ). Then we introduce the Hessian and define the stability of a
closed torsional elastica. In the last part of this section, we determine the stability and
instability of the circle and estimate the Morse index (Theorem 3.12).
3.1.

The second variation formula

In this subsection, we calculate the second variation formula for T on UC(i,φ).
First, we introduce the "tangent space" ofUC(ί,φ). Let {7,M} G UC(t,φ). Setting
(3.1)

T{Ί,M}UC(ί, φ) = {(A, /) G T{ΊιM}C(£, φ)', <V T Λ, T) - 0},

we see the following lemma, so that T{Ί^M}UC(ί,φ)
space at {7, M} to UC(l, φ).

is identified with the tangent

Lemma 3.1. If {7, M}\ is a UC(ί,φ)-variation of {7, M}, then the variation
vector field (A,/) belongs to T[ΊjMyLίC(£rφ). Conversely, for an arbitrary (A,/) G
T{Ί,M}UC(£, ψ) there exists a UC(t, φ)-variation {7, M}\ whose variation vector field
ίs(AJ).
Proof.

Suppose that {7, M}\ is a UC(t, (^)-variation of {7, M}. Then 7λ is unit-

speed for all λ, so that dvχ/dX

= 0. Thus, by (1) of Lemma 2.10, A = -^

satisfies (V T Λ, T) = 0.
We show the converse. Let (A,/) G T{Ί,M}UC(ί,φ).

We shall construct a varia-

tion 7λ of 7 such that -^

— A and 7λ is a unit-speed curve with a period ί for
λ=o
all λ. In order to construct such a variation 7λ, we shall construct a variation of "fixed
length". We first consider the two parameter variation ^\,ω given by
dλ

Then ΊXtω(t+e) = 7λ,ω(ί) for each λ,α;. We set A(X,ω) = £(7λ,ω). Then A(0,0) = I
and §j(0,0) =tφ 0. Hence, by the implicit function theorem, there exists a function
ξ(X) defined on a neighborhood of λ = 0 such that
A(λ,ξ(X)) = t
Thus,

d_
dλ

λ=0
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and
ι;λ,o(ί)Λ= / <V Γ A,Γ)dί = 0,

λ=0

so that we have

f <»>=»•
Therefore,

= Λ.
λ=0

From now on, we write 7λ,ξ(λ)W as 7λ(*)(= 7(λ,ί)). Then *fχ(t + ί) = 7λ(*) and
£(7λ) = ^ for all λ, ί, and the variation vector field of the variation 7λ is Λ.
Finally we reparametrize t to the arc length parameter s = s ( t ) = s(ί, λ) =
fQv\(t)dt. Denoting by 7 the map given by 7(λ,ί) = 7(λ, s(ί, λ)), we see that
= 1, 7(λ,s 4-1) = 7(λ,s). Then, we can verify that —^ = —^ for λ = 0,
αλ
αλ
since —- = 0 for λ = 0. Thus the variation vector field of the variation 7 still coinαλ
cides with Λ. If we rewrite 7(λ,s) as 7(λ, s)(= 7λ(s)), the variation Ί\ is what we
want to construct.
For this 7λ(s), we consider the solution M(λ,s)(= M\(s)} of (2.5) with initial data M(0,s) = M(s). Then, by the proof of Lemma 2.8, {^x(s),Mχ(s)} is
a curve with unit normalfor each λ and the variation vector field of the variation
{7λ(s),Mλ(s)} corresponds to (A,/). Since
ί)Lχ(s
- 0,

the angle between MA(S) and M\(s + ί) is independent of λ. Also, from M0(s
Ίl(φ)Mo(s), we obtain that Mχ(s -f £) = 7J(y?)M λ (5) for all λ,s. Therefore, we
have {7λ, Mλ} e WC(^, y?) for each λ.
Π
Proposition 3.2. Let {7, M} G UC(ί,φ) be a closed torsional elasticawith torsional parametera and Lagrange multiplier μ. Let {7, M}\ be a UC(ί, φ)-variatίon
with variation vector field (Λ, /). Then,

(3.2)

2

d\

λ=0
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where £{7)M} i* a linear differential

operator given as follows.

= ( V τ [2(VΓ)3Λ + (3fc2 - μ + εα 2 )V τ Λ - 2εaK (|) (V^ V T Λ)
- 2ε {{vτΛ,7e (I) (VTΓ)} + T/} U (|) (V T T)J ,
- 2e {T(V T Λ, 71 (I) (VΓT)) + T2/} J ,
re (*,*) L 2 is the L2 inner product on T{Ί^M}C(έ,φ), i.e.
((Λ,/),(Ω,s)) L 2 = ί ( ( λ , f l )
Jo
Proof.

Since £(7λ) = <£, we see

^λ

dλ

The right hand side is expressed as (2.10). We note that the third term of the right hand
side of (2.10) vanishes, because Λ and / are periodic with a period L Let us differentiate this by λ. Noting that {7, M}0,o is a torsional elasticawith torsional parameterα
and Lagrange multiplier μ, we get

λ=0

=

r\ l (V E,λ)ds-2ε /re (ATΛ)/ώ,
~~

Jo

A

Jo

where
2
E = V™
ί2(Vf-)
T+
(3k2 - μ
+ εh2}f
- 2εhn(-}
(Vf-T)l.
T L V
T /
' V
r" '
/
\ 2 /

From now on, we write Γ, k, etc. as Γ, A:, etc.. Since ΛT/i — ΓΛ/i, the expression
of the second component of (3.3) follows from (5) of Lemma 2.10. We shall calculate
V Λ #. Note that V T Λ = V Λ T and V T V Λ = V Λ V T Using (2.8) and (2.9), we have
Λ <V T T, M) = <(V T ) 2 Λ, M) + / <VTT, M),
2

Λ (VTT, L) = ((V T ) Λ, L)-f (VTT, L).
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Thus we get

VΛ (n (I) (VTT)) =U (I) ((V T ) 2 Λ - <(V T ) 2 Λ, Γ) T)

(3.4) and (4), (5) of Lemma 2.10 yield the following.
3

2

2

= V τ [2(V T ) Λ + (3k -μ + εh ) V T Λ + βT
((V r ) 2 Λ - ((V T ) 2 Λ, T> T)

where β = 6 <(V T ) 2 Λ, V T T) + 4εh (V T Λ, K (π/2) (V T T)} + 2εh(Tf).
by parts, we have

o

(Vτ(βT),λ)ds=-

ί
Jo

Therefore, (3.2) follows.

3.2.

Integrating

Π

Definition of the stability of closed torsional elasticae

In this subsection, we define the stability, instability and weak stability of a closed
torsional elastica. Now, we can check that

for all (Λ, /), (Ω, g) G T{Ί,M}UC(ί, φ). Let U be the bilinear form on T{Ί,M}UC(ί, φ)
defined by

where (Λ, /), (Ω,g) G T{Ί^}1ΛC(i, φ). Then, Ή is a symmetric bilinear form on
T{7?M}WC(£, φ), called the Hessian of the functional T at {7, M}.
The dimension of the largest subspace of T{Ί^M}UC(ί, φ) on which Ή is negative
definite is called the index or Morse index of {7, M}. We denote it by Ind({7, M}).
The dimension of the vector space
{(Λ,/) G T{ΊιM}UC(e,φ); «((Λ,/),(Ω,0)) - 0, for all (Ω,<?) G T{Ί,M}UC(t,φ)}
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is called the nullity of {7, M}. We denote it by Null({7, M}).
DEFINITION 3.3. A curve with unit normal{7, M} is called weakly stable if
Ind({7,M}) = 0. Also, {7,M} is called unstable if Ind({7, M }) > 0.
Next we shall define the stability of {7,M}. We consider the following transformations which transform {7(5), M(s)} into
(3.5) {7(±(s - s 0 )), M(±(* - so))}, where s0 € R,
(3.6) {S7,dS(M)}, where 5 is an isometry of R3,
(3.7) {57, dS(M)}, where 5 is an isometry of R3 which preserves the orientation,
(3.8) {7,7£(<p) M}, where φ is a constant,
respectively. Here, dS is the differential map of 5.
DEFINITION 3.4. Two curves with unit normal {7, M} and {7, M} are called congruent if {7, M} can be transformed into {7, M} by a map of finite compositions of
the above transformations (3.5), (3.7), and (3.8). Also, {7,M} and {7, M} are called
isometric if {7, M} can be transformed into {7, M} by a map of finite compositions
of the above transformations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8).
DEFINITION 3.5. Let {7,M}λ (|λ| < λ 0 ) be a UC(ί, φ) -variation of {7,M}. It
is called a trivial variation if {7, M}\ is congruent with {7, M}0(— {7, M}) for all
λ. Also, let (Λ, /) G T{ΊjM}UC(έ,φ). A variation vector field (A,/) is called trivial
if there exists a trivial variation of {7, M} whose variation vector field coincides with

DEFINITION 3.6. A curve with unit normal{7,M} is called stable if
(Λ, /)) > 0 for any nontrivial variation vector field (Λ, /) G T{Ί^M}UC(t, φ).
3.3.

Jacobi operators

In this subsection, we give two Jacobi operators for the Hessian H. First, we
consider the L2 inner product {*, *)L2 and introduce the Jacobi operator J with respect
to (*,*) L 2 Next, we introduce another inner product and give the Jacobi operator J
with respect to it. The latter Jacobi operator J shall be used in the next subsection to
show the first main theorem.
Now we give the Jacobi operator J with respect to {*, *) L 2. Note that 1C in (3.3) is
not the Jacobi operator, because /C(Λ, /) = (/Cι(Λ, /),/C2(Λ, /)) does not necessarily
satisfy the condition (Vτ(/Cι(Λ, /)),T) = 0. Let P be the orthogonal projection on
the L2 completion of T{7?M}C(ί, ψ) to the closure of T{7>M}^C(ί, φ) with respect to
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the L2 inner product. We define J = PIC. Then, J is the Jacobi operator with respect
to the L2 inner product {*, *)L2.
To investigate the stability of the circles, we want to use the expansion theorem for
the self-adjoint eigenvalue problem of a system of ordinary linear differential equations.
But, it is not easy to apply the expansion theorem to the above Jacobi operator J . And
so we shall introduce another inner product (*,*) on T{Ί^M}UC(f,φ) and give the
Jacobi operator J with respect to it. From now on we assume that 7 has no vanishing
curvature. We denote by (T,N,B) the Frenet frame for 7. By (3.1),
T{Ί,M}UC(l9φ) = {(jιT+(j[/k)N

+ j3B9f);

J 1? J3J G C

where C$°(R) is the space of all smooth functions on R with period L We denote
by (CΊ°(R))3, the space of all triplets of elements in C£°(R). Then, we can identify
) with (Cg° (R))3 - We define the symmetric bilinear form {*,*) on
by

(3.9)

((A, /), (Ω, g)) = {(A - (A, TV) TV, /), (Ω - <Ω, N) TV, g))L2 ,

where (A,/), (Ω,0) G T{ΊtM}C(l,φ). We note that
(3.10)

((A + αi JV, /), (Ω + α2TV, g ) ) = ((A, /), (Ω, g)) ,

for any αι,c*2 G C^°(R). The bilinear form {*,*) can be viewed as a positive definite inner product on T{Ί^M}UC(ί,φ) which corresponds to the I/2 inner product on
(CJ°(R))3 through the above correspondence. We often identify T{Ί^M}UC(ί,φ) with
as a vector space with inner product.
Proposition 3.7. Let (Λ, /) G T{Ί,M}UC(ί, φ). Set
Γ> ( A

£\

I

V

/ A

£\

τ~7

£(Λ, /) = /Cι(A, /) - VT

V

/

V

X^l \T

' «//'

:

/ /•

k

/Cι(Λ, /) «/iJ £2 (A, /) flre the first and second components of /C(Λ, /).
t/z^ linear differential operator on T{Ί^}UC(l, ψ) defined by
J(Λ,/) =
where £ι(Λ, /) w the first component 0/£(Λ,/).

w, ί/z^ differential operator J : T{Ί^M}UC(t, φ) -¥ T{Ί^M}UC(£, φ) is just the
Jacobi operator with respect to the inner product {*,*).
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Let (Λ, /), (Ω,0) e T{Ί^M}UC(t,φ). By integration by parts, we have

Also, we can check that (£ι(A, /), N) = 0. Thus,
, /), (Ω, g)) = (£(Λ, /), (Ω, g))L2 = <£(A, /), (Ω, <?)) .

By (3.10), we have (£(A,/), (Ω,0)> = (J(AJ), (Ω,#)). Furthermore, we can check
that J(λJ) belongs to T{Ί^M}UC(i,φ), because (£ι(Λ,/),JV) = 0. Therefore, J is
just the Jacobi operator with respect to the inner product (*,*).
Π
3.4.

The first main theorem on stability of the circles

In this subsection, we show the first main theorem (Theorem 3.12) on the stability
and instability of the circles. First we calculate all the trivial variation vector fields
(see Definition 3.2.) in the case of the circles and define the essential nullity. Next
we describe the expansion theorem for the eigenvalue problem of a system of ordinary
linear differential equations of higher order. Last, we show the first main theorem by
examining the eigenvalue problem of the Jacobi operator J .
Throughout this subsection, let {7, M} denote a closed torsional elasticasuch that
7 is a circle of radius r and the torsional parameteris α. Let n be a positive integer. We
set £ = 2nπr, φ = 2nαπr. We think of {7, M} as an element of UC(t, φ). Physically,
it means an n-fold circular wire. We consider the stability of {7, M} in UC(ί, φ).
Since the curvature of 7 is 1/r, we see
(3.11)

T{Ί,M}UC(i,φ) = {(jιT + rj[N + j3BJ);

jιJ3J e Q°°(R)}

Now we shall express all the trivial variation vector fields explicitly. Let {7, M}\ be
a trivial variation of {7,M}. Any two of the transformations (3.5), (3.7), (3.8) are
commutative and (3.5) is, in this situation, expressed as the composition of (3.7) and
(3.8). So there exists a smooth one-parameter family of Euclidean motions S\ and a
smooth function φ(\) for |λ| < XQ such that SO = id, φ(0) = 0 and
{7λ, Mλ} - {Sλ o 7, ft (φ(X})

(dSxM)}.

Lemma 3.8. (Λ,/) = (j^T + r j[N + j3B, f) G T{Ί,M}UC(t,φ) is a trivial
variation vector field if and only if there exist seven constants c3, 04, . . . , eg such that
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βr

J i j J3? / ^ expressed as follows.
(3.12)

s
s
jι(s) = c3r cos - + c4r sin - + c7,
r
r

(3.13)

j3(s) = c 5 rcos- + c 6 rsin- + c8,
r
r

(3.14)

f ( s ) = — 05 cos -- CQ sin —h eg.
r
r

o

o

C

O

Proof. To show this lemma, we need the following proposition, which also play
an essential role in Section 5.
3

Proposition 3.9 ([5]). Let 7 = 7(5) be a unit- speed curve in R whose curvature
k(s) is positive everywhere. Let W be a vector field along 7. Then, W can be extended
to a Killing vector field on R3 if and only ifW satisfies the following three differential
equations. Moreover the Killing vector field is uniquely determined.
(3.15)

<VτW,T>=0,

(3.16)

((V T ) 2 W,7V)=0,

(3.17)

((VT)3W - ^-(Vτ)2 W + k2 VTW, B\ - 0,

\

K

I

where (Γ, TV, B) is the Frenet frame. Such a vector field W is said to be a Killing
vector field along 7.
Let {7, M}A (|λ| < λ 0 ) be a trivial variation of {7,M} and (A,/) its variation vector
filed. Then there exists a one-parameter family of Euclidean motions S\ and functions
φ(\) such that 50 = id, φ(ϋ) = 0 and
{7λ,Mλ} =

{SχΊ,n(φ(X))(dSλM}}.

Let X be a Killing vector field associated with S\, that is, X — —. Since
dλ
λ=o
7λ(s) = 5λ(7(s)), we see Λ(s) = X(^(s)). Thus A is a Killing vector field along 7.
Therefore, (3.16) and (3.17) yield
(3.18)

ί'" + %=°>

(3.19)

J3+^=°

By solving these differential equations, we obtain (3.12) and (3.13). Also, M\(s) is
expressed as
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where ψ is a constant. Then
),π (φ(\)

Since TV = rVf-T, we see
VAN - r V Λ V t f - r(V T ) 2 T.
Hence

Therefore we obtain (3.14) by setting c9 = -77(0).
dλ
We shall show the converse. Suppose that ji, j3,/ are expressed as (3.12), (3.13)
and (3.14). Since Λ — jiT + rj[N + j3B is a Killing vector field along 7, there
exists a Killing vector field X on R3 such that Λ(s) = X(^(s)\ Let S\ denote a
one-parameter family of Euclidean motions generated by X. We set ^\ = S\ o 7 and
Mλ(s) = K(c9X)dSχ(M(s)).
Then, {7,M}λ = {7λ,Mλ} is a trivial variation and
its variation vector field corresponds to (Λ, /).
Π
Let (Λ,/) = (jiT + rj{N + j3S, /) e T{Ί,M}UC(i,φ). Substituting fc - 1/r and
r = 0 to (2.17), we obtain that the Lagrange multiplier of {7, M} is μ = εa2 + (1/r2).
Then, jf(Λ, /) is expressed as follows.
r

-*(?+/)"
It follows from Lemma 3.8 that the space of all trivial variation vector fields is
a 7-dimensional vector subspace of T{Ί^M}UC(i,φ). Also, by using (3.18), (3.19),
and / — rjβ = const., we can check that a trivial variation vector field (Λ, /) satisfies JΓ(Λ, /) = 0. Thus the dimension of the eigenspace of J with eigenvalue zero
is greater than or equal to 7. Since Null({7, M}) is equal to the dimension of the
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eigenspace of J with eigenvalue zero, we have Null({7, M}) ^ 7.
DEFINITION 3.10. Let Nullk({7,M}) denote the dimension of the space of all
the trivial variation vector fields (see Definition 3.2.). (In the present case, Nullk({7,
M}) = 7.) The number Nulle({7, M}) = Null({7, M}) - Nullk({7, M}) is called the
essential nullity of {7, M}.
Now we shall give the expansion theorem for the eigenvalue problem of a system
of ordinary linear differential equations of higher order. Let ni, n2, . . . , np ^ 1 be p
integers. Let P(s) be a p-by-p matrix of class C°° in 5 for si ^ s ^ s2 Also, let
A(s) be a p-\yy-(n\ +n<2 H-----\-np) matrix of class C°° in s for si ^ s ^ s 2 - Suppose
detP(s) Φ 0 on [51,52]- Let x ( s ) be the column vector function with p components
xι(s),X2(s),...,xp(s). Let
L :C

nι

be the differential operator given by

(Lx)(s) = P(s)
.

Jbp

where £(5) is the column vector function with HI + n2 4-4- np components #1(5),
x((s),...,x(^~l\x2(s),x'2(S),...,x(^-1\...,xp(s),x'p(s),...,x^-1).
Let C\ and C^ be (nι+n2-l
hnp)-by-(nι+n2H
\-np) real constant matrices.
For x(s), let ί/α; denote the column vector with n\ +n^ -\
\-np components defined
by
(3.21)
Suppose that
(3.22)

(Lx, y) L 2 = (x, Ly)L2

for all x(s), y(s) € C"11 ( [ 8 ί , s2}) x C"2([sι, s2]) x
boundary conditions
(3.23)

x

!, s 2 j) which satisfy the
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Here (*, *)L2 is the I/2 inner product of the vector function on [si, s2] with p components. We consider the self-adjoint eigenvalue problem
(3.24)

Lx = λx,

Ux = 0,

where λ is a real parameter. Then the following holds. (The proof is parallel to the
case of the single equation ([2]), so we shall omit the proof.)
Lemma 3.11. The set of all eigenvalues of the problem (3.24) consists of a discrete sequence of real numbers. Each eigenspace is finite dimensional and eigenspaces
corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal. Furthermore, the direct sum of
all the eigenspaces is dense in (L2([sι, s2]))p ^tn respect to the L2 norm.
Now we obtain the first main theorem.
Theorem 3.12.
(1) Let mo = n\/l + ε 2 α 2 r 2 . If πiQ is an integer and TΎIQ φ n, then Nulle({7, M}) =
2. If πiQ is not an integer or πiQ = n, then Nulle({7,M}) = 0. Here, see Definition
(2) For all {7, M}, the index Ind(J7, M}) is finite. Let A(n, α, r) denote the number
of integers m satisfying \m\ < mo, m ^ 0, m φ ±77. Then,
A(n,a,r) ^ Ind({7,M})
Therefore, if either n ^ 2 or n = 1 and ε 2 α 2 r 2 > 3, then {7,M} is unstable. Also, if
n = 1 and ε 2 α 2 r 2 ^ 3, then {7, M} is weakly stable.
(3)Ifn = l and ε 2 α 2 r 2 < 3, then {7,M} is stable.
Proof. The differential operator J on T{7?M}ZYC(ί, φ) corresponds to the following differential operator L on (C

(3.25)

Ji
h

-2r2

-2

- 2εαr

L/J
The operator jf has an eigenvector with eigenvalue p(e R) if and only if the following
system of linear ordinary differential equations has a non-zero solution with period
2nπr.
Ji

(3.26)

L/J

=p
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First we show (1). The nullity Null({7,M}) is equal to the dimension of the
eigenspace of J with eigenvalue zero. We set p = 0 in (3.26). Then the solutions of
(3.26) with period 2nττr are expressed as follows: If m0 is an integer, then
. / \
(
nΊQS
. m,QS\
r
s
s
i
Ji (s) = r ( Cι cos
h C2 sm
+ c%r cos - + c4r sin - + CT ,
V
nr
nr /
L
r
r
J
/-»

(3.27)

/ \

2 /

GI cos

777-0 S

h 02 sm

777-0 S\

Γ

s

S

1

+ c5r cos - + c6r sm - + c» ,
V
nr
nr /
L
r
r
J
/./ \
/
mQS
. nΊQS\
r
s
. s i
f ( s ) = —ear c\ cos
h 02 sin
+ —c5 cos
CG sm - + Co ,
V
nr
nr /
L
r
r
J

J3(s) = εar

where c i , . . . , eg are arbitrary real constants. If m0 is not an integer, then the solutions
are expressed as (3.27), where ci = 02 = 0 and cs,..., eg are arbitrary real constants.
Thus, if 777-0 is an integer and mo ^ n, then the space of all eigenvectors of J with
eigenvalue zero is a 9-dimensional vector space. Then, Null({7, M}) = 9, and so
Nulle({7,M}) = 2. Also, if mo is not an integer or m0 = n, then the space of
all eigenvectors of J with eigenvalue zero is a 7-dimensional vector space. Then,
Null({7,M}) - 7, and so Nulle({7,M}) - 0.
Next we shall show (2). By definition, the index Ind({7, M}) is equal to the
number of negative eigenvalues (with multiplicity) of J. By normalizing the system
(3.26), we get the following system.

(3.28)

^) = ^
1

f" i"
f
-~r33-2~εf

f

We denote by F(p) the coefficient matrix of the first order system which is associated
with the system (3.28). Since F(ρ) is constant in 5, we have the following. If the
first order system has a non-zero solution with period 2nττr, then the characteristic
equation det(ξ/ — F ( p ) ) = 0, where / is the unit matrix of size 12, has a root of the
form ξ = m\/^T/(nr) (m G Z). Substituting ξ = m\/—ϊ/(nr) to the characteristic
equation, we obtain
r10n12p3 - 2τ-6n6m2 [ε(r2 + l)n4 + m 2 (m 2 - n2)]p2
Π
7Q1J
(

+ 4r 2 n 2 m 4 (m 2 - n 2 ) Γ-ε2α2r2n2(m2 - n 2 )
+ εn2{(r2 + l)m2 - n2} + (m2 - n 2 ) 2 ]p
- 8εm6(m2 - n2)2 [m2 - (1 + ε2α2r2)n2] = 0.

Conversely, if there exist p and m satisfying (3.29), then there exists an eigenvector
of J with the eigenvalue p such that each of jι,h,J3,f is a linear combination of
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cos(ms/(nr)), sin(ras/(nr)). Let us denote by Φ(p, ra) the left hand side of (3.29).
The dimension of the eigenspace of J corresponding to the eigenvalue p coincides
with the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces of the matrix F(ρ) corresponding to
the characteristic roots of the form ra\/— T/(nr), where ra is an integer. Furthermore,
the dimension of the eigenspace of F(ρ) corresponding to ξ = ra>/— ϊ/(nr) is less than
or equal to the multiplicity of the root ξ of the characteristic equation det(ξ/ — F(p)) =
0. If ra = 0, then the root of Φ(p,ra) = 0 is p = 0. Thus, if p < 0, then the
multiplicity of the root ξ = ra\/— ϊ/(nr) is less than or equal to 6. We denote by
N(ρ,nί) the number of the pairs (p, ra) satisfying Φ(p, ra) = 0 and p < 0. Then,
the number of negative eigenvalues (with multiplicity) of J is more than or equal to
N(ρ,ni) and less than or equal to 67V(p, ra). Thus,
(3.30)

N(p, ra) ^ Ind({7, M }) ^ 6JV(p, ra).

We shall investigate the negative roots of the cubic equation Φ(p, ra) = 0 in p. If
ra = 0, then the root of Φ(p, ra) = 0 is p = 0. Also, if ra = ±n, then the roots are
p = 0, 2ε(r2 + l)/r 4 . From now on, we assume ra / 0, ra / ±n. Suppose that
|ra| ^ rao We show the cubic equation Φ(p, ra) = 0 in p has no negative roots. Since
φ(0,m) = -8εra6(ra2 -n 2 ) 2 [ra 2 - (1 + ε 2 αV)n 2 ],
we see Φ(0,ra) ^ 0. So, it suffices to show that the cubic polynomial Φ(p, ra) in p is
monotone increasing on p ^ 0. By ra2 - n2 > 0,

ε(r2 + l)n4 +

ra2(ra2-n2)>0.

And so the coefficient of p on the quadratic function dΦ/dp is negative. Also, by
ra2 ^ra2),we have
(m2 _n 2) [_ ε 2 α 2 Γ 2 n 2 (m 2 _ ^ +εn2{(r.2 + J ) m 2 _ ^2} + (m2 _n 2)2]

^ (ra2 - n 2 )εn 2 {(r 2 + l)ra2 - n 2 } > 0.
Thus the constant term of dΦ/dp in p is positive. Therefore if the quadratic equation
dΦ/dp = 0 has a real root, it must be positive. Hence, Φ(p, ra) is monotone increasing
on p ^ 0. Next we suppose that |ra| < ra0. Then Φ(0,ra) > 0, and so the equation
, ra) — 0 has one, two or three negative roots. Thus,
(3.31)

A(n, α, r) ^ JV(p, ra) ^ 3A(n, α, r).

Therefore (3.30) and (3.31) yield A(n,α,r) ^ Ind({7,M}) ^ 18A(n,α,r). Next we
2
2 2
shall show the stability of {7, M} f or n = 1 and ε α r < 3. In this case, A(n, α, r) =
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0. If we set C\ — I and C<2 = —I, where / is the unit matrix of size 12, then (3.22)
holds for all x(s),y(s) e C6([0^]) x C4([0,^]) x C2([0,^]) satisfying (3.23). Thus, by
Lemma 3.11, there exists a complete orthonormal system {Xi}^ of T{Ί^M}UC(£,φ)
such that JXi = piXi, where {pi}^ are the eigenvalues of J counting multiplicity.
Since Null({7, M}) = 7, we may assume p\ = - - = pi = 0. Also, by A(n, α, r) = 0,
we see pi > 0 for i ^ 8. Then, Jfi, X-2,..., XΊ are trivial variation vector fields. Since
forany Y e T {

we see

Y, Xi} (Y, JXi) = Σ Pi(γ> χiΫ ^ 0.
i=8

Therefore, if (JY,Y)
variation vector

= 0, then (Y,Xi) = 0 for all i ^ 8, and so Y is a trivial
field.
Π

4. The curvature and torsion of a torsional elastica
In this section, we discuss the integration of the equations (2.17), (2.18). (cf. [5]).
We refer the reader to [5], [1] about the Jacobi elliptic functions sn(x,p),cn(x,p).
Lemma 4.1. The space of all isometry classes of torsional elasticaedefined on R
corresponds to the parameter space of quadruplets (α*,α 1,0:2, #3) satisfying —a\ ^
0 ^ 0:2 ^ #3,as > 0, and a* £ R. (Here, (a*,aι,a 2 ? ^3) is identified with
(—a*,aι,Q2 ? a3) if either QI = 0 or a2 = 0.) The parameter (a*,aι,a2,«3) corresponds to the isometry class of torsional elasticaewith torsional parameter±a* whose
curvature and torsion are expressed as follows.
(4.1)

u(s) = a3(l - <?2sn2(2/(S - β0),p)),

/•Λ ΛΛ
'

(4 2)

where SQ G R w a constant and
03-02
—
a +—>
QI
3
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Here, we make the convention that the double signs of α* and that of the right hand
side of (4.2) are in the same order.
Proof. Let {7(5), M(s)} be a torsional elasticadefined on R. Suppose that 7 is
not a straight line. Let a and μ denote the torsional parameterand Lagrange multiplier
of {7, M} respectively. We prove this lemma by dividing into three cases.
Case 1. Nonvanishing and nonconstant curvature case. We first consider the case
that the curvature k is not constant and k(s) > 0 for all s. As we mentioned in Section
2, the curvature and torsion of 7 satisfy the equations (2.17) and (2.18). Using the
substitution r — b/k2 + εα/2 and multiplication by k' and integration, we have

(4.3)
where c is a constant. We shall make the change of variable u = k2. Then we get
2 2\

2

εα - μ + ^- ) u2
We denote by P(u) the right hand side of (4.4). Since P(0) = -4fc2 ^ 0, the minimum
real root of the cubic equation P(u) = 0 is nonpositive. We denote the minimum root
by — αi. Furthermore, since u' φ 0, there exists some u > 0 such that the cubic
polynomial P(u) is positive. Therefore the equation P(u) = 0 has at least one positive
root. We denote by as the maximum of these positive roots, and by a<2 the other root
of the cubic equation. Since P(0) < 0 implies α2 ^ 0, and there exists some u > 0
such that P(u) > 0, we see α2 φ «3 Therefore

(4.5)

-OLi ^ 0 ^ α2 < 0:3.

The real numbers αi, α 2 , α3 are related to the parameters μ, α, 6, c by
2

2 2

εα - μ + ^-(4.7)

- 4c = -

(4.8)

46 =

2

The solutions of the ordinary differential equation (uf)2 = P(u) is expressed in terms
of Jacobi sn function and the parameters αi, α 2 , α3 as follows:
(4.9)

2

2

u(β) - α 3 (l - 9 sn (2/(s - β 0 ),p)),
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where
fλ ι m
(4.10)

3 0:3 + αi

-

<2

2
3
p = 4 / -- , q=J
-,

V

a3

y=
-- -

2

\

2p J

~— »

and SQ is a constant. We set α* = α if 6 ^ 0, and α* = — α if 6 < 0. Then it follows
from (2.18) and (4.8) that

(4
tλ n)
Λ ι\

r(s)t \

=

where the sign + holds if b ^ 0, and the one — holds if b < 0.
Case 2. Constant curvature case. Next we consider the case that k(s) is constant.
In this case the torsion is also constant. We formally define the parameters 0:1,0:2 5^3
in terms of the squared curvature u and the torsion r as follows.

=4 ( τ -y) 2 '
We define α* in the same way as Case 1. Then u,τ are also expressed as (4.9) and
(4.11). Here we note that it follows from (2.17) and (4.3) that
μ = u + εa2 — 2τ(τ — εα),
7/2

/

pn \ 2

and αi,0:2,0:3 defined as above satisfy the relation (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8).
Case 3. The case that 7 has inflection points.
We consider the case that 7 has inflection points, that is, the points at which k(s)
vanishes. In this case we restrict the argument of Case 1 to an open interval / on which
k(s) is positive. Then there exist αι,oκ2?c^3 satisfying (4.5), and the squared curvature
u is expressed as (4.9) on /. This expression is valid for the whole R, because u is
real analytic on R by Proposition 2.13. In particular, we can verify that the parameters
αi? c*2,0:3 are determined not depending on the open interval /. Also, since there exists
a point such that u(s) = 0, we see q = 1, and a^ = 0. Thus b = 0 by (4.8). Therefore
the torsion r is εα/2 except at the inflection points. We define α* in the same way as
the other cases, that is α* = α.
For a given {7,M}, we determine the parameters (α*,αι,0:2,0:3) as above. In
any cases, k(s) is invariant under the transformation (3.6) of {7, M}. And, τ(s),α,
and b are also invariant if 5 preserves the orientation of R. They are multiplied by —1
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if S does not preserve the orientation. Thus, if b -£ 0, then (α*, QI, 0:2, ^3) is invariant.
If 6 = 0, that is, OL\ = 0 or 0*2 = 0, then it is transformed to (— α*,αι,α2,α;3). Also,
it is obvious that (α*,αι, 0:2,^3) is invariant under the transformations (3.5) and (3.8).
Consequently, (α*,αι,α2,α3) is determined only by an isometry class. (Note that
(α*,αι, (22,0:3) is identified with (— α*,αι, 0:2^3) if either OL\ = 0 or #2 = 0.) Next
we shall show the bijectivity of our correspondence. We take α*,αι,α;2,α3 satisfying
(4.12)

- αi < 0 ^ a2 ^ α3,

<*3 > 0,

(4.13)

α* ^ 0 if either QI = 0 or a2 = 0.

Let u(s) denote the function defined by the right hand side of (4.9) with s0 = 0,
and set k(s) = ^Ju(s). Also, let r(s) denote the function defined by the right hand
side of (4.11) with the sign +. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that there
exists a unique torsional elastica{7, M} (up to congruent transformations) such that the
curvature of 7 is fc(s), and the torsion is r(s) except at the inflection points, and the
torsional parameteris α*. We first consider the case α2 > 0 or OL\ = 0:2 = 0. Then,
k(s) > 0 for all s £ R. (Note that u(s) = a3sech2(?/s) if a\ = a^ — 0.) Thus, there
exists a curve 7(5) in R3 whose curvature is k(s) and torsion is τ(s). The curve 7(5)
is uniquely determined up to congruent transformations on R 3 . Let M(s) be a unit
normal along 7 such that the torsional functionof {7, M} agrees with α*. That is, we
define M (s) as follows. Take a function ψ(s) satisfying
(4.14)

ψ'(s) = a*-τ(s).

Let M(s) be the unit normal along 7 defined by (2.15). If 7(5) is determined, then
M(s) is uniquely determined up to the transformation (3.8). We set α — α* and define
6 (^ 0) and μ by (4.6) and (4.8). Then, (2.17) and (2.18) hold, and {7,M} is a
torsional elasticawith curvature k ( s ) , torsion τ(s), and torsional parameterα*. We also
see that {7, M} is uniquely determined up to congruent transformations. Next we
consider the case c*2 — 0 and αi Φ 0. In this case,
k(s) = v^|cn(τ/s,p)|,
τ(s) = εα*/2.
We note that k(s) has periodic zeros. In this case, we set

Let 7 be a curve with "signed curvature" k and torsion r. That is, we define 7 in
the following way. Let (T 0 ,7Vo,jBo) be a positive orthonormal frame at the origin of
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R . We denote by T(s), 7V(s), B(s) the solutions of the system of ordinary differential
equations
T' =
f

N =-

with initial data T(0) = TQ,N(Q) = NQ,B(0) = BQ. Then, from the Leibniz rule,
(T(s),N(s),B(s)) is a positive orthonormal frame for all s £ R. We define the curve
7(5) by 7(5) = f*T(s)ds. Then, at the points such that k(s) > 0 (resp. k(s) < 0),
the Frenet frame for 7 is (T, TV, B) (resp. (Γ, -TV, -£)). Thus, the curvature of 7 is
k, and the torsion is r except at the inflection points. We set M(s) = K (ψ(s)) N(s)9
where ψ(s) is a function satisfying (4.14). Since the torsional functionof the curve
with unit normal{7,TV} is r, the torsional functionof {7, M} is α*. We define α, 6, μ
in the same way as the former case. Then 7 satisfies (ii) of Proposition 2.11 except
at the inflection points. However, since 7 is real analytic, the left hand side of (ii) of
Proposition 2.11 is continuous. Hence, 7 satisfies (ii) of Proposition 2.11, and {7, M}
is a torsional elasticawith torsional parameterα* on the whole of R. Let {7, M} and
{7, M} be torsional elasticaesuch that the curvature are k(s) and the torsion are τ(s)
and the torsional parameterare α*. Then, the restriction of {7, M} and {7, M} to an
interval on which k(s) is positive are congruent. Therefore, from the real analyticity of
{7, M} and {7, M}, these are congruent on the whole of R.
Π
5. Explicit expression in terms of cylindrical coordinates
We now introduce the parameters α, η,p and w defined by
(5.1)

OL = α?3,

Tj =

/

_,

p =

Then,
(5.2)

w

Also,
(5.3)

α(l — w2)
αi =
~
,
itr

2

a(w2 - p )
Qi2 —
o
5
ur
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Under the relations (5.1) and (5.3), the set of all (α*,α:ι, 0:2,0:3) satisfying (4.12) is in
one-to-one correspondence with the set of all (a,η,p,w) satisfying the following.
(5.4)

α > 0,

Q^pζw^l,

w > 0.

Then the space consisting of all (a,η,p,w), where (a,η,p,w) is identified with (α,
—η,p,w) if either p — w or w — 1, is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of
the all isometry classes of torsional elastica.Also, if C φ 0, the (isometry class of)
torsional elasticacorresponding to (C2o;, τ??P, w) is the similar extension by factor ±1/C
of that corresponding to (α,r/,p, w). Thus (η,p,w) determines a similarity class of
torsional elastica. Now let {7, M} be a torsional elasticadefined on R. We use the
same notations of parameters in the previous section. If 7 is expressed explicitly, then
so is the Frenet frame. Therefore, by (2.16), M is expressed explicitly in terms of the
torsional parameterα.Now we shall give an explicit expression for 7. We may assume
s0 = 0 in Lemma 4.1 without loss of generality. First we consider the generic case.
From now on we assume p φ w. Then the curvature is positive everywhere. We shall
define the two vector fields JQ, H along 7 by
(5.5)

Jo - 2(V T ) 2 Γ + (3k2 - μ + εα2)T - 2εaK (|) (V T T),

(5.6)

H = εaT + kB.

Then we have the following lemma.
Proposition 5.1.

The vector fields J0 and H are Killing vector fields along 7.

Proof. By the definition of torsional elastica, VT Jo = 0. Thus JQ satisfies (3.15),
(3.16), and (3.17). Also, by the Frenet formulas, we see that (VTH,T) = 0 and

Thus, by (2.18), H satisfies (3.16). Also, by (2.17), we see

Thus,

,B
=

3

ZK,

2

-[k + (εα - μ)k + 2k" - 2kτ(τ - εa)} = 0.

D
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Therefore, J0 can be uniquely extended to a Killing vector field on R3. We denote
it by JQ. This is a constant vector field on R3. Now, by using the Frenet frame, JQ is
expressed as follows.

J0 = (k2 + εα2 - μ)T + 2k' N + 2k(τ - εa)B.
Then, by (2.18), (4.3), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8),
2

2

|J 0 | =4c-4εα6+(εα -μ)

2

From now on, we assume | J0| ^ 0. Define
Jι=Hwhere we set d = (J 0 ,ί/")/2 = 6 + εα(εα2 - μ)/2. Then, (J0, Ji) = 0. Also, by
the linearity of the equations of Proposition 3.9, J\ is a Killing vector field along 7.
Denote by Ji the unique extension of J\ as a Killing vector field on R3. From now
on we shall assume that J\ is not a constant vector field on R3 and 7 is not planar.
Then we can verify that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 5.2. The vector field J\ is a rotation vector field perpendicular to
J0, namely, there exist a constant ζ ^ 0 and a constant vector A such that (Jo, A) =0
and
Jι(x) = ζJ0 x (x - A),

3

x eR .

Thus we can take a system of cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) such that

JL_ J_f
-

°'

where <2 > 0 is a constant such that \d/dθ\ — r.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that 7(5) does not pass through the z-axis. Let r(s),
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θ ( s ) , z ( s ) denote the r,θ,z components 0/7(5). Then,

(5.8)
(5.9)

M

'2

/(

l /ol

2

( ϊ

2\ I T I

2

4J2

/"*

1

•Φ) — TTT / (u(s) + εfl2 ~~ M)<^S + z(0)>
Kol 7o
j

2

Γ ! Γ ^
l o| o\
2
2
2
2
/o Mb| [ ' \(α + ε α )|J 0 | -4d y

(5.10)

"(

'

^

+ 0(0),

where

/

(5.11)

c* n
£ u-

/

(SΛYi

Proof.

2 2 ,i

— ι
— ^

P —

2

3

\ 7 , ^d

it I// 1
M/^* 1

2 1 T I

/

4/

fn
| cd

9

εα|J 0 |
o

2

αςπ! /o !

α + ε 2 α 2 )|J 0 | -4d2

.

(5.9) follows from

εa-μ
|Jo|
'

(5.13)

Also, \H\2 = u + ε2a? yields | Jι|2 = u + ε2α2 - (4d2/ | J0|2). Therefore we have

So r attains the maximum (resp. minimum) value rmax (resp. r m j n ) if and only if
u = a (resp. u = a^). Here we shall seek for Q. First we consider the case 6 ^ εαα/2.
Suppose that ω(sι) = α. We shall compare r(sι) (= rmax) with |Jι(sι)|. Denote by
) the orthogonal projection of T(SI) to the direction d/dθ. By (5.13),
(5.14)

Th(Sl) = Γ(βι) -

a + εa — μ

Mo]

Thus, by (5.7),
(5.15)

. ear
'~2-

b

dz
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Therefore the curvature of the circle of radius r(sι) is expressed as

1

_ _ 1

Φ0~μ
because T(|Jι|) — 0 at s = si. Here, since |Vτ«/ι| = \k(εa — τ)N + ksB\, we see
|(Vτ«/ι)(*ι)| = (1/χ/α) \b - (εaa/2)\, and r(sι) = 2 \Jι(sι)\ /|J 0 |. Thus,
Q=

Φi) = 2
|*/ι(sι)|
I JQ I

Next we consider the case 6 = εaa/2. Suppose that u(sz) — OL<I. We shall compare
= u(s). Thus
r(«2) (= r min) with |Jι(β2)|. By |Jo| = (α + εα2 - μ)2,
assumption p φ w, ^/α^ is positive, and so is r(sa)- Also, by
,2 .
(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), |Jo| is expressed as
(5.16)

0:2

Therefore, by the similar calculations of the former case,
2

(5.17)

b-

If b — (εαα2/2) = 0, then a = 0 or a — a%. If α = 0, then 6 = 0, and so 7 is a
planar elastica. Thus a = a^. But, by (4.6) and (4.8), a + εα2 — μ = 0. This implies
I J0| = 0, which contradicts the assumption. Therefore |TX(s 2 )| > 0. In the same way
as the former case, we have r(s2) = 2 | Jι(s2)| / |«/o|» an(i so Q — 2/ | JQ|. Finally, we
shall show the expression for θ'.

θ'(s) =
(5.18)

(T,d/θθ}

\d/dθ\2

=

-(T,Jί)

Q\jrf

I JQI [2d(u(a) + eα2 - μ) - ga | J0|2]

1
\M

Then we get (5.10).

D
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From now on we mainly use the parameters a,η,p,w. Here we shall collect the relation between a,η,p,w and other parameters. We introduce the following notations:
2

2

V = \Λ-w ,
2

R = VX-εηw ,

2

2

2

2

2

X = V™ -P ,

Yι = l+p ~(l + ε η )w ,

Y<2 = Yι~2εηR,

Z=

2

2

2

2

2

51 = X(l - p - (1 - eV)w ) - 2εηw V9
2

52 = V(l - p + (1 - ε W ) - 2εηw X.
Then the following relations hold.
(5.19)

α = ±α* =

α3/2

(5.20)
(5.21)

α3/2

(5.22)
(5.23)

Uol =

(5.24)

(i +ε

(5.25)

w2Y?

(5.26)

Z2β

rs97^
P

j

_4u;|S 1 |
Γmta

~ V^^2 '

o

|J0|2

(5.28)

α9/2

Proposition 5.4. The orientation of the frame (d/dr,d/dθ,d/dz)

is positive, that

is, d/dr x d/dθ = d/dz.
Proof. It suffices to show that ζ in Proposition 5.2 is negative. Suppose that
r(sι) = rmax. Then, N(SI) is perpendicular to JQ(SI) and Jι(sι). Also, since
r"(sι) < 0, N ( S I ) = - d/dr\Ί(Sl)
Therefore the sign of ζ corresponds to that of
(Jo x Jι>N)\a=3l

By calculation, we have

D
Here, we shall recall the assumption in constructing the cylindrical coordinates.
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Proposition 5.5. If \ J0| = 0 or J\ is a constant vector field on R3, then 7 is an
ordinary helix (or a circle) -with curvature \fa and torsion ±εη^fa. And the torsional
parameterof {7, M} is
Proof.
(5.29)

Since Y2 is expressed as
Y2 = (1 - V2)(εη)2 - 2VXεη + 1 - X 2 ,

we see Y^ ^ 0. Here the equality holds if and only if
(5.30)
If I Jo I = 0, then Z = 0, and so Y2 = 0. Therefore, (5.30) holds. By (4.1) and
(4.2), 7 is an ordinary helix (or a circle) with curvature ^/a and torsion ±εη^Ja. And
the torsional parameterof {7, M} is ±η^/a. Conversely, if (5.30) holds, then |J0| =
0. Also, we can verify that Ji is a constant vector field on R3 if and only if the
parameters satisfy (5.30).
Π
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that 7 is planar. If the torsional parameters φ 0, then
7 is a circle. Also, if a = 0, then 7 is a planar elastica.
Proof. If α φ 0, then the curvature is constant and b = —εaa/2 by (2.18).Then
we see that
(5.31)

η <0,

p = 0,

w=

1 + εV '

Therefore, 7 is a circle. If α = 0, then η = 0 and p = w or η = 0 and w = 1. In this
case, 7 is a planar elastica (cf. [5], [7], [10]).
Π
Consequently, if |Jo| = 0 or J\ — const, or 7 is planar, {7, M} is a relatively trivial
object. Next, we shall recall the assumption in Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose that 7 passes through the z-axis. Then r ( s ) , z ( s ) are
expressed as (5.8), (5.9) respectively, and θ(s) as the following.
(5.32)

Λo

θ(s] = — + mπ,
|Jo|

(2m - ί)K/y <s<(2m+ l)K/y,

mG Z

Proof. In the same way as the proof of Proposition 5.3, we get the expression
for r(s) and z(s). By (5.27), we see Si = 0. Thus, (5.28) yields |J 0 | 2 σ = 0. Also,
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we can verify that (5.18) holds at the points where r ( s ) does not vanish. Therefore, at
such points we have

Also, we can check that T(s) is not parallel to the z-axis at the points s such that
u(s) = α 2 . Therefore, (5.32) follows.
Π
Next, we shall consider the case that p = w. If α = 0, then 7 is a planar elastica
([5], [6]). We assume a φ 0.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that p = w, a φ 0. Then, the cylindrical coordinates
can be constructed and 7 is also expressed in the same way as Proposition 5.3.
Proof. If p — w = 1, then 7 has no vanishing curvature. In this case, we can
construct the cylindrical coordinates and 7 is also expressed in the same way as Proposition 5.3. If p = w φ 1, then 7 has isolated inflection points. In this case, we take an
interval / on which the curvature does not vanish. We define J0, H on / and construct
the cylindrical coordinates in the same way. Then, 7 is expressed in the same way
as Proposition 5.3 on /. We can check that 7 does not intersect the z-axis and the
expressions for r, 0, z are valid on the whole of R by the real analyticity of 7.
Π
6. Closed torsional elasticae
In this section, we investigate closed torsional elasticaeand show the second main
theorem on bifurcation from the circles (Theorem 6.4). We first show that if {7, M}
is a closed torsional elasticaand 7 does not pass through the axis of the cylindrical
coordinates, then 7 lies on a torus of revolution and forms a torus knot. Next, we
consider a smooth deformation of the circle such that all the curves with unit normalare
closed torsional elasticae, and show the second main theorem.
We denote by Δz, Δθ the changes in z ( s ) , θ(s), respectively, through the primitive
period of fc, that is,

Δz - z(s + 2K/y) - z(β),

Δθ - θ(s + 2K/y) - θ(s).

Here z(s) — (ysΔz/(2K)) and θ(s) — (ysΔΘ/(2K)) are functions with primitive period
2K/y. (Except the case Si = 0. If Si = 0, then θ(s) - (ysΔΘ/(2K)) is a constant
function.) Thus both z(s) and θ(s) are expressed as sums of linear functions and functions with primitive period 2K/y.
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We consider the case that 7 is periodic, that is, {7, M} is a closed torsional elastica. Suppose that 7 has constant curvature, that is p = 0. Then, {7, M} is a closed
torsional elasticaif and only if 7 is a circle. In this case the parameters satisfy
p = 0,

w=

1 +εV '

On the other hand, a planar elastica {7, M} is a closed torsional elasticaif and only
if 7 is a circle or "figure eight" curve (cf. [6], [7]). If 7 is neither a curve with
constant curvature nor a plane curve, then the equivalent condition that 7 is periodic is
the following:
(6.1)

Δz = 0 and Δ0/2π is a rational number.

Now we shall calculate Δz and Δ0. We denote by E = E(p) the complete elliptic
integral of the second kind (cf. [1]). Since
K

/f

Jo

2,2(x,p)dx=
^
Γ
sn

/

Jo

we have
rK/y
r y
2
r
r>
i
Δz = 2 /
+ εa'2-μ)K-—(K-E)\
L
J .
2
z'ds = -—- \(a

Jo

\Jo\y

™

Thus, by (5.21), the equivalent condition for Δz = 0 is

Suppose that Δz = 0. Then z is a periodic function with primitive period 2K/y.
Also, z(s) has just two critical points in each primitive period. Furthermore, r ( s ) is
critical at s = mK/y for each integer m. Also, z(s) is not critical at s = mK/y.
Consequently, ( r ( s ) , z ( s ) ) draws a simple closed curve with primitive period 2K/y in
rz half plane. This curve is symmetric with respect to the straight line z = z(0), since
r ( s ) is even and z(s) is odd.
If Si 7^ 0, then the simple closed curve is a real analytic curve which does not
intersect the z-axis. Thus, ~f(t) has no self-intersection points, that is, 7(2) forms a
torus knot.
If Si = 0, then 7 passes through the z-axis and the simple closed curve drawn by
(r(s), z(s)) passes one point on the z-axis at s = (2m + ί)K/y
(m e Z), which is a
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corner point of the curve. The point 7((2m + ί)K/y) is a self-intersection point of 7.
Therefore, we have the following theorem. We shall use below, the term torus of
revolution to refer to the torus obtained by revolving a smooth simple closed curve
in a half plane about its boundary line. (Here, the simple closed curve is assumed
not to intersect the boundary line.) When the closed curve intersects one point on the
boundary line, we call the surface of revolution obtained as above a degenerate torus
of revolution. (Topologically, it is not a torus.)
Theorem 6.1. Let {7, M} be a closed torsional elastίca. Suppose that 7 is neither a circle nor a planar "figure eight" elastica. If Si ^ 0 (so 7 does not pass
through the z-axis), then 7 lies on a torus of revolution and forms a torus knot. If
Si = 0, then 7 lies on a degenerate torus of revolution and has a self-intersection
point on the z-axis.
Here we express Δ0 in terms of the parameters 77, p, w.
Proposition 6.2. IfSi^Q, then

(6.3)

Δ0 = ±

Proof.

2w(εηYιι

K

/V-p Z sn (z,p)/(w; r
2

2

2

2

2
2

)J '

By using (5.10), we have

Δ0 = 2 /
Jo

V

θ'(s)ds
κ

\Jo\V^\

κd

dx

(α + ε 2 α 2 )|J 0 |22 -4d

Substituting (5.22), (5.23), (5.24), (5.28), we get
~2w(εηYι + 2R)
Z

25ι52 fκ
wY2Z

By using (5.12), (5.23), (5.24), we see £2 = p2 Z2 / (w2Yf).
pression.

dx
-I

Thus we obtain the exΠ

Next we consider a smooth deformation of the circle consisting of closed torsional elasticae. Let r0 be a positive real number, and n, a positive integer. Let
{7, M}\ (λo > 0, |λ| < λ 0 ) be a C°° one-parameter family of closed torsional elasticaesatisfying the following three conditions:
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(i) 70 is a circle of radius r0, and the torsional parameterof {7, M}0 is not zero.
(ii) For λ ^ 0, 7λ is not a circle.
(iii) For all λ, 7λ have a period 2nπr0.
Here, we note that the angle between M\(s) and Mχ(s + 2nπr0) may depend on λ.
Now let α(λ) be the torsional parameterof {7, M}\. We denote other parameters
of {7,M}Λ by δ(λ),p(λ),κ;(λ), and so on. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.

There exists an integer m(> ri) such that

(6.4)
and

(6.5)

Δ0({7,M}λ) = ±— ,
777'

on a neighborhood of λ = 0 except at 0.
Proof. For any λ(^ 0), the primitive period of the curvature and torsion of 7λ is
2K(p(X))/y(X)
= 4K(p(X))w(X)/^a(X).
Thus, by the condition (iii), there exists a
positive integer m(λ) such that

vα

/

Therefore,

x^v
'

(6 6)

/ x

λ
m(λ)

Since the right hand side of (6.6) is continuous with respect to λ on a neighborhood
of 0, the integer m(λ) is independent of λ. (We shall check the continuity below.) We
simply write m(λ) as m. By α(0) = l/r^K(0) - π/2, we see

In particular, m > n. Since 70 is a circle, η(0) ^ 0. Then we have (6.4). Now we
check the right hand side of (6.6) is continuous on a neighborhood of λ = 0. We may
assume fe(λ, s) > 0 for all s G R if |λ| is sufficiently small. From now on, we consider
on a sufficiently small neighborhood of λ = 0. Since M(λ),fe(λ), and τ(λ) are C°°
with respect to λ on a neighborhood of λ = 0, so are o(λ) and 6(λ). Then, by (2.17)
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and (4.3), we see that μ(λ), c(λ) and the coefficients of the cubic polynomial P(u) are
also C°°. By the condition (ii), α 2 (λ) < α 3 (λ). Also, if -αι(λ) = α 2 (λ) = 0, then
p(λ) — w(X) = 1, which contradicts the assumption that ^\ is periodic. Therefore if
λ φ 0, then P(u) = 0 has three distinct real roots — αι(λ),α 2 (λ), and α3(λ). Thus,
by the implicit function theorem, we see that αι(λ),α 2 (λ), and α 3 (λ) are of class
C°° except at λ = 0. Since α 2 (λ) = min sG R,fc 2 (λ, s) and αa(λ) = max s(Ξ R,fc 2 (λ,s),
α 2 (λ) and α 3 (λ) are continuous at λ = 0. By (4.6), αι(λ) is also continuous at λ = 0.
And so, by (5.1), p(\) and τ/(λ) 2 are continuous, and C°° except at λ = 0. Thus, by
the periodicity condition (6.2), w(X) is C°° except at λ = 0, and so is the right hand
side of (6.6).
Next we shall show that Δ0({7, M}\) is continuous on a neighborhood of λ — 0.
By the condition (i), α(0) ^ 0 and 6(0) φ 0. Thus, if |λ| is sufficiently small, then
both the signs of α(λ) and b(\) are independent of λ. From now on, we assume
α(λ) < 0 and 6(λ) > 0. Then the db sign of the right hand side of (6.3) is +. Viewing
the contents of the bracket of (6.3) as a formal function of 77, p, and w, we see this
function is real analytic on a neighborhood of

(6.7)

(η,p,w)=

—\/-τ-l,0,—

Also, since α*(λ) = α(λ), η(X) is continuous on a neighborhood of λ = 0 and C°°
except at λ = 0. Also, Si Φ 0 on a neighborhood of (6.7). Therefore, Δ0({7, M}λ)
is continuous on a neighborhood of λ = 0. Now, Δ0 = 2nπ/m at λ = 0, and
Δ0({7,M}λ)/(2π) is a rational number for all λ. Thus

Ξ

—
777'

on a neighborhood of λ = 0. In the case of α(λ) > 0 and 6(λ) < 0, we have
Δ0({7, M}Λ) = — 2nττ/ra in the same way as the above case.
Π
Finally we obtain the second main theorem.
Theorem 6.4.
(1) Let m be an integer greater than n. We can construct a one-parameter family
n
n
n
of closed torsίonal elasticae{^,M^' = {7^' ,M^' }, which is real analytic in
λ G /m,n, where /m?n is a neighborhood of 0, satisfying the above conditions (i), (ii),
and (Hi) and the following property: For all λ G /m>n> 7™'™ w Gm,n-symmetric, where
Gm,n is the group generated by the rotation about the z-axis by angle 2nπ/m. Here
z-axis is the straight line which passes the center of the circle 70 and is perpendicular
to the plane including 70. Furthermore, the following holds. Let d denote the greatest
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common divisor of m and n, and m = m/d, n = n/d. If the relatively prime pairs
m,n are distinct, then {7,M}™'n are geometrically distinct. Also, the knot type of
7Γ'Ί[0,2ήπro] is the (m, n)-toπ« knot for each X (^ 0).
(2) Let {7, M}\ (λo > 0, |λ| < λ 0 ) be a C°° one-parameter family of closed torsional
elasticasatisfying the above (i), (ii), and (iii). Then, there exist an integer m (> n) and
a continuous function p(X) on a neighborhood U of X = 0 satisfying the following:
p(X) ^ 0, p(0) = 0, p(X) is C°° on a neighborhood of X — 0 except at \ = 0, and
{7, M}\ is isometric to {7, M}m/j\ for each \ £ U.
Proof. We show there exists a C°° one-parameter family of closed torsional elasticaesatisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). Let m be an arbitrary integer satisfying ra > n. We
denote by C+ the Δ<9 in (6.3) with the sign +. We assume below, that (6.2) holds. We
write the right hand side of (6.2) as w(η,p). We think of C+ as a formal function of η
and p. Then C+(η,p) is an even function with respect to p. Let 770 be a negative number. Then C+ is real analytic on a neighborhood of (770,0) since ξ2 φ 1, ¥2 Φ 0, Z φ 0.
By calculation, we get

~ ,

^

2π

Thus,
*?+/_
dη

^_

-2^0

2

/-I /m
So we can apply the implicit function theorem to C+(η,p) at (η,p) — ( —y — — 1»
\ ε V n
0 ) . Therefore there exist a neighborhood / (= 7 m>n ) of p = 0 and a real analytic
function η(p) (= ηm,n(p)} such that
(6.8)

C+(η(p),p) = ^.
777

Here we define a(p),a(p) by the following relations.

(6.9)

(6.10)
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For each p G /m,n we define a closed torsional elastica{7, M}p = {7^, Mp} in the
following way. Let (r, θ, z) be a system of cylindrical coordinates on R3 such that the
orientation of the frame (d/dr,d/dθ,d/dz) is positive. We substitute (α,ry,p, w) =
(α(p),r/(p), |p| ,w(η(p),p)) to (5.8), (5.10), and (5.9) expressed in terms of the parameters a,η,p,w. We write them as r(p, s ) , θ ( p , s},z(p, s). Let 7P(s) be the curve
defined by (r(p, 5), θ(p, s), z(p, s)) in terms of the above cylindrical coordinates. Also,
we define the unit normal Mp(s) along 7P(s) by
Mp(s) = U (a(p)s - f r(p, s)ds] Np(s).
\
Jo
/
Then the torsional functionof {7, M}p agrees with a(p). By (6.10), Δ0({7, M}p) corresponds to C+(τ/(p),p). Thus, by (6.8), {7, M}p satisfies the condition (6.1), and so
{7, M}p is a closed torsional elasticafor each p. Also, 7P has a period m(2K(p)/y(p))
because Δ0({7,M}p) = 2rar/ra. By (6.9), we have m(2K(p)/y(p)) = 2nπr0. Therefore 7P has a period 2nπro Furthermore, the primitive period of 7P is m(2K(p)/
y(p)} — 2nπro, because Δ0({7, M}p) = 2nπ/τn and m,n is a relatively prime pair.
Therefore, the knot type of 7PL 2nπr0] ^s ^e (^^)-torus knot for each p (^ 0). We
shall denote below, the above {7, M}p by {7, M}^'n.
We show (2). Let {7,M}Λ (A0 > 0, |λ| < λ0) be a C°° one-parameter family of
closed torsional elasticasatisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Suppose that α(Q) <
0. By Lemma 6.3, there exists an integer m (> n) such that 77(0) = ^Λ/^Γ - 1
and Δ0({7,M}λ) = Znπ/m. Thus, the parameters p(λ),ry(λ) for {7, M}λ satisfy the
following equation:
C+(r?(λ),p(λ)) = —.
TΓL

Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, η(X) = rjrn^n(p(\)) when |λ| is sufficiently small. (This also holds in the case of α(0) > 0.) Consequently, the parameters
α,?7,p, w for {j,M}\ equal to those for {7, M}77^, and so {7,M}λ is isometric to
D
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